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Blue Ocean Strategy



Blue Ocean Strategy

1. Creates uncontested market space of high demand and 
profitable growth

2. Pursues differentiation and low cost (must be and-and) –
what is called value innovation.

3. Uses value innovation to determine patterns of buyer 
behavior for products, services and strategies



Blue Ocean Shift



Blue Ocean Shift
Find market creating strategies 

1. Creative destruction and innovation are only part of the picture

2. Nondisruptive creation also generates new markets and growth

Five steps

1.Scope out the initiative – what are your goals –
2.Understand where you are now (current state)
3.Imagine where you could be
4.Find out how you get there
5.Make your move – conduct small market tests using MVP



MVP and the Lean Startup





MVP and the Lean Startup

• The prime directive of an MVP is first and foremost racing to deliver 
on customer value. 

• Furthermore, there is no business in your business model without 
revenue which also tends to be one of the riskier parts of the 
business model.

• This is why whenever your users are also your customers, I am a 
strong advocate of capturing back some of that value which is just a 
fancy way of saying “charge from day one and get paid”.



MVP Definition

• A Minimum Viable Product is that version of a new product which 
allows a team to collect the maximum amount of validated learning 
about customers with the least effort.

• Over time it got simplified to: “the smallest thing you can build that 
lets you quickly make it around the build/measure/learn loop”. The 
problem with this simplified definition is that everything shown in the 
image below would qualify as an MVP:

• MVPs can be anything from launching landing pages, to building 
working prototypes. And both are labeled as MVPs. 





MVPs that made it big
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MVPs that made it big



MVPs that 
made it into 
product lines



But … There 
Were ……

Bookstores before Amazon

Electric Cars before Tesla

CRM Tools before Salesforce

Social Media sites before Facebook



Innovation Accounting



Lean Canvas Project Name
01-Jan-2014

Iteration #x

Cost Structure

Customer Acquisition costs

Distribution costs

Hosting

People, etc.

Revenue Streams

Revenue Model

Life Time Value

Revenue

Gross Margin

Problem

Top 3 problems

Solution

Top 3 features

Key Metrics
Key activities you 

measure

Unique Value 

Proposition
Single, clear, 

compelling message 

that states why you are 

different and worth 

paying attention

Unfair Advantage
Can’t be easily copied 

or bought

Channels
Path to customers

Customer 

Segments
Target customers

PRODUCT MARKET
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